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MADISON  - Today, the State Senate will vote on a slate of anti-abortion bills  aimed at
demonizing and limiting access to abortion in Wisconsin.  Senator Melissa Agard (D-Madison)
released the following  statement regarding the bills on the floor today:

  

“Everyone  in our state needs to understand why these bills are being brought  forward. Partisan
gerrymandering has led to extreme districts that elect  extreme politicians who support extreme
policies.  The gerrymandered majority in Wisconsin does not reflect the will of  the people who
overwhelming believe legal abortion must be available in  Wisconsin. Until legislative districts
are un-rigged, we will continue  to see an agenda that is out of touch with what  ordinary
Wisconsinites are asking for.

  

“Let  me say this loud and clear: abortion is healthcare. If we want  Wisconsinites to have the
opportunity to live healthy lives, abortion  has to be an option for anyone seeking that care and it
must  be accessible.

  

“Throughout  this session, we have seen a disappointing and recurring pattern from  GOP
legislators limiting health options and access for ordinary  Wisconsinites. They did this through
not expanding BadgerCare  access to over 90,000 Wisconsinites. They did it again by stripping 
Governor Evers’ Healthy Women, Healthy Babies initiative from the  budget. Now, they are
doing it again by bringing these anti-abortion  bills forward, rather than passing legislation that
would  expand access to care and increase positive health outcomes.
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“Gerrymandered  maps brought us to where we are today. It is time that we put aside  partisan
games - let’s start actually doing work to benefit the health  outcomes of Wisconsinites. The
people of Wisconsin  deserve better than this.”
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